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Red blood cells in sickle cell anemia (sRBC) are more heterogeneous in their physical
properties than healthy red blood cells, spanning adhesiveness, rigidity, density, size, and
shape. sRBC with increased adhesiveness to the vascular wall would trigger vaso-
occlusive like complications, a hallmark of sickle cell anemia. We investigated whether
segregation occurs among sRBC flowing in micron-sized channels and tested the impact
of aggregation on segregation. Two populations of sRBC of different densities were
separated, labeled, and mixed again. The mixed suspension was flowed within glass
capillary tubes at different pressure-drops, hematocrit, and suspending media that
promoted or not cell aggregation. Observations were made at a fixed channel position.
The mean flow velocity was obtained by using the cells as tracking particles, and the cell
depleted layer (CDL) by measuring the distance from the cell core border to the channel
wall. The labeled sRBC were identified by stopping the flow and scanning the cells within
the channel section. The tube hematocrit was estimated from the number of fluorescence
cells identified in the field of view. In non-aggregating media, our results showed a
heterogeneous distribution of sRBC according to their density: low-density sRBC
population remained closer to the center of the channel, while the densest cells
segregated towards the walls. There was no impact of the mean flow velocity and little
impact of hematocrit. This segregation heterogeneity could influence the ability of sRBC to
adhere to the vascular wall and slow down blood flow. However, promoting aggregation
inhibited segregation while CDL thickness was enhanced by aggregation, highlighting a
potential protective role against vaso-occlusion in patients with sickle cell anemia.
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INTRODUCTION

Sickle cell anemia is an inherited hemoglobinopathy, which affects millions of people worldwide [1].
It is caused by a point mutation in the β-globin gene resulting in the production of abnormal
hemoglobin, called HbS. When deoxygenated, HbS proteins polymerize into long fibers, which can
span the size of a sickle red blood cell (sRBC), distorting it into the classical crescent shape. Frequent
polymerization induces temporal, irreversible, and structural modifications of the membrane that
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reduce the lifespan of sRBC, showing a marked increase in their
membrane average shear modulus [2] and adhesiveness [3, 4]
compared to red blood cells from unaffected individuals
(healthy RBC).

The resulting repeated acute vaso-occlusive crises and chronic
vascular damaging lead to marked tissue ischemia and hypoxia,
potentially causing multiple sequelae of the disease such as stroke,
splenic infarction, priapism, acute chest syndrome, kidney failure,
pulmonary hypertension, osteonecrosis, and retinopathy [5]. But
the defining factors that lead mechanistically to vaso-occlusion
remain unclear. In particular, the respective role of enhanced
adhesiveness and mechanical stiffening of the membrane of sRBC
is not yet deciphered. While it is simple to understand that more
adhesive membranes could lead to sRBC deposition on specific
locations of the vessels, leading to catastrophic caliber reduction
or even occlusion, no study focused on the biophysical and
hemodynamic properties that could make sRBC prone to flow
more or less near the vascular wall while flowing as a suspension.
Healthy RBC deformability is known to modulate the radial
migration of single cells toward the centerline of the vessel.
Any modification in the mechanical properties as described
for sRBC membrane [6, 7] could induce a change in this
protective hydrodynamic effect. We suspect that an opposite
migration toward vessel walls, called margination, could occur
for some sub-populations of sRBC, leading to a higher probability
of deposition. While not studied experimentally for sRBC in
suspensions, such margination has been described for white
blood cells and platelets [8–12] more rigid cells than healthy
RBC. Abundant literature discusses the role of particle shape, size,
and rigidity in both migration and margination [13–24]. For
example, recent numerical and theoretical investigations [14, 15,
25] showed how stiffness contrast remains a crucial parameter in
these processes [13, 14]. Stiffer capsules from a binary suspension
composed of capsules with two different rigidities would
marginate, inducing capsules’ radial segregation during flow in
vessels [13, 14, 25].

Heterogeneous distribution of sRBC in arterioles and venules
is therefore a key point to consider in terms of their potential
impact on vaso-occlusive phenomena. However, no study has
directly investigated such segregation of adhesive sub-
populations of sRBC. The present study aimed to test the
effect of sRBC densities that relates mainly to sRBC rigidity,
on the radial distribution of sRBC across a glass capillary-based
microfluidic device. Since the presence of healthy RBC aggregates
in flowing healthy RBC suspension may modulate blood flow
spatial structuring [26], we tested the impact of aggregation in the
segregation process of sRBC and discussed its potential role in
vaso-occlusion.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Blood Samples
Blood from four patients with SCA (SS; HbS � 85.7 ± 4.0%; HbF �
7.0 ± 5.0%) at steady-state (i.e., no acute vaso-occlusive events or
transfusion within the last 3 months preceding the study) were
collected in EDTA tubes. The protocol was approved by the

Hospices Civils de Lyon–CPP Est Ethics Committee (L14-127)
and was carried out following the guidelines set by the declaration
of Helsinki. Blood was centrifuged at 1,000 g for 5 min at 23°C.
Plasma was removed by aspiration, reserved in a plastic container,
and stored at 4°C to use as a suspending medium. The buffy coat
was removed by aspiration, and the total volume of sRBC was
measured with the help of a pipette. sRBC were washed 3 times
with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS, Invitrogen, Darmstadt,
Germany), by centrifuging the sRBC at 1,000 g for 5 min at
23°C each time. After washing, sRBC were resuspended in PBS
supplemented by 5 mM of glucose.

Percoll Continuous Density Separation
sRBC suspensions were then separated according to their
densities by discontinuous gradient Percoll-based method
(Percoll P1644-500ML, Sigma Aldrich). The density values
used were the following: 1.085, 1.092, 1.101, 1.107, and
1.122 g/ml, corresponding to mean corpuscular hemoglobin
concentration (MCHC) of 31.2, 34.5, 38.7, and +42 g/dl,
respectively [27]. One ml of sRBC suspended in PBS with
5 mM glucose (hematocrit ranging from 30 to 50%) was
deposited at the top of the discontinuous percoll gradient and
centrifuged at 4,000 g for 30 min at 4°C without a break in a
centrifuge with a swinging rotor. At the end of the centrifugation,
sRBC migrated and stopped according to their densities between
the different layers. The lightest sRBC (fraction I) was located at
the top between the buffer solution and the first percoll-based
density layer (1.085 g/ml). Fraction II of sRBC was located
between 1.085 and 1.092 g/ml layers, fraction III between
1.092 and 1.101 g/ml layers, fraction IV between 1.101 and
1.107 g/ml layers, and fraction V between 1.107 and 1.122 g/
ml layers. Reversible sRBC are predominant in the lightest
fraction (I), irreversible sRBC are predominant in the densest
fraction (V), and a mixture of reversible and irreversible were
found in the intermediate fractions [27]. In this study, we used

FIGURE 1 | Each dot corresponds to a sRBC band volume fraction (VB/
V, where VB is the sRBC band volume and V is the total volume of sRBC) for
each patients’ blood sample. The curves are guidelines.
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fractions II and IV, which differ in density and deformability [28].
sRBC of each fraction were removed by aspiration, their volume
measured with the help of a pipette and washed three times in
PBS containing 5 mMof glucose. 1/16 parts of the total amount of
sRBC in fractions II and IV were labeled using PKH67 (green)
and PKH26 (red) fluorescent cell membrane linker (PKH26(67)
GL-1KT, Sigma Aldrich), respectively. The band volume fraction
VB/V, where VB is the volume of each band of sRBC, and V is the
total sRBC volume of the pellet before being separated into bands,
was obtained for each patient. Values were plotted (see Figure 1).

Finally, sRBC from all density fractions (labeled and non-
labeled) were mixed to recover each patient’s original sRBC
pellet composition. We tested the effects of different
suspending media.

Suspending Media
We used PBS with 1 mg/ml concentration of bovine serum
albumin (BSA, Polysciences, Warrington, United States) as a
suspending medium. BSA was used to preserve the biconcave
shape of the sRBC [29] and avoid echinocyte formation due to
sRBC-glass interaction. This suspending medium is called buffer
solution (BS). 20 mg/ml of dextran 70 (molecular weight of
70 kDa) was added to BS and the suspending medium called
BS + Dex70. This amount of dextran 70 is known to induce
interaction energy of ε � 4.8 μJm−2 among healthy RBC [30],
mimicking interaction energy caused by a physiological amount
of fibrinogen. Although there is no value for the interaction
energy among sRBC for different fibrinogen and dextran 70
concentrations, we assumed the same concentration will
mimic physiological interaction energies among sRBC. In a
third set of experiments, we also used autologous plasma as a
suspending medium (plasma condition) to better reflect the
physiological flowing conditions of sRBC.

sRBC Aggregation Properties
Because dextran and plasma may promote sRBC aggregation, the
strength of sRBC aggregates of SCA patients was evaluated by
syllectometry in plasma and 3% of dextran 70 kDa (LORCA
MaxSis, Mechatronics, Netherlands) [31]. 3% of dextran 70 kDa
will promote interaction energy among sRBC similar to 20 mg/ml
of dextran 70 kDa [26].

Microfluidic Device
A glass capillary-based microfluidic device (capillaries CV0508,
CM Scientific) with an inner diameter of 50 μm and 50 mm in
length was used. Inlet and outlet were fabricated using needles
bases (20Gx1″, 0.9 × 25 mm, Terumo). The capillaries were
surrounded with PDMS to approach its refractive index and
avoid light-aberration during observation due to the cylindrical
shape of the glass capillaries.

Experimental Setup and Stop Flow
Technique
A high-precision pressure device (OB1, Elveflow) with two
independent pressure lines was used to flow and stop the flow
inside the glass capillaries. Glass capillaries were filled with PBS

from the external reservoir (ER) 1 to 2 to eliminate bubbles and
have a gas-tight system filled with our sample. Line 2 produced a
counter pressure to Line 1 stopping sRBC flow inside the
capillaries. sRBC suspension were pumped at four different
pressure drops from ER 1 to ER 2: 25, 50, 100, and 200 mbar.
See Figure 2 for configuration details.

In each experiment, around 50 sRBC were detected and
recorded. Each experiment was repeated 5 to 6 times to have
300 sRBC for analysis for each flow condition.

Sample Observation
The microfluidic device was installed on an inverted microscope
(Olympus IX71). sRBC were observed and recorded 1 cm
downstream the entrance of the capillaries using an x60
magnification oil-immersion-objective (Olympus Corp.) and a
high-speed camera (Phantom Miro LC310, Vision research).
Bright-field image sequences at the channel middle-plane of
flowing sRBC were recorded. Right after the flow was stopped,
fluorescence image sequences were recorded for the same
capillary position. In this last case, green and red filters were
used to observe fluorescence sRBC from bands II and IV,
respectively. sRBC were manually scanned from the capillary
middle-plane to the bottom and from the bottom to the capillary
middle-plane at a scan velocity of approximately 30 μm/s.
Sedimentation velocity of single healthy RBC
(plasma viscosity � 1.2 cP) has a value of around 0.02 μm/s in
plasma [32] and 0.024 μm/s in PBS (PBS viscosity � 1 cP). Using
these values as references for sRBC, we estimated that sRBC were
displaced 0.06 μm from their original position after completing
one full scan (back and forth), so we neglected any displacement
due to sedimentation on the sRBCs’ positioning.

Image Processing and Data
Post-Processing
PIVlab 1.41 Matlab-App [33] was used to estimate the
instantaneous flow velocity evaluating the bright field images
and using the sRBC as tracer particles. The cell-depleted layer
thickness (δ) was determined by getting standard deviation pixel
intensity values using 500 bright-field images. ImageJ 1.49v
software was used to manually identify and select the position
of fluorescence-labeled sRBC and the capillary limits (bottom and
center) from the fluorescence images.

sRBC Positions in the Channel
We obtained three-dimensional spatial positions of sRBC inside
the capillary by evaluating the fluorescence image sequence as
shown in Figure 3. Only fluorescently labeled sRBC detected
from the bottom up to half of the capillary height were considered
(Figures 3A–C). Above this position, sRBCs’ brightness started to
be too weak due to light absorption and scattering.

These three-dimensional positions were projected onto the
capillary transversal plane as shown in Figure 3D to obtain the
radial position of each labeled sRBC, normalized by the radius
(R−δ) of the core of the entire suspension. Here, R is the radius of
the channel, and δ the cell depleted layer (CDL) thickness
(Figure 3D). Noteworthy, the thickness δ of the CDL was
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obtained from brightfield images as shown in Figure 4 as
described in Image processing and data post-processing section.
sRBC were located at the core extremity (or at the beginning of
the CDL) when their position equals 1.

Once all sRBC positions were normalized and registered, we
calculated the average number-density ρ over the first half of the
core cross-sectional area π(R−δ)2/2 as:

ρ � 2nl
π(R − δ)2 (1)

where nL is the total number of counted sRBC. Radial variation of
sRBC number-densities ρl was calculated by dividing the number

of sRBC nl enclosed in three different zones with the same area Al

as depicted in Figure 3D. A non-dimensional radial number-
density was defined as ρl/ρ and named sRBC radial accumulation.
sRBC radial accumulation was used to compare the radial
distribution of the different labeled bands of sRBC at different
experimental conditions.

Tube Hematocrit, Ht
We investigated the effect of hematocrit on sRBC segregation for
two different bulk hematocrits H1 � 20% and H2 � 40% for each
suspending media. The tube hematocrit Ht was estimated as
follows:

FIGURE 2 | Experimental setup. A high-precision pressure device with two independent pressure lines 1 and 2 was used to flow and stop the flow of the sample
inside the glass capillaries. Glass capillaries were surrounding by PDMS to decrease light diffraction. ER1 and ER2 are the external sample reservoirs integrated to the
flow lines and sealed to the exterior to avoid leaking and pressure loses. Observations were made 1 cm onwards the channel entrance as shown in the scheme. At the
right, examples of fluorescence (top) and bright field (bottom) images are shown.

FIGURE 3 | The upper and lower panel in (A–C) represent the scanning process of the fluorescence sRBC. In this case, the scanning goes from bottom of the
capillary until its middle-plane. The spatial positioning of the sRBC, obtained on each scanning, was projected in the yz plane as shown in the upper panel in (D). The
bottom-semicircular area shown in the lower panel in (D) is divided in three zones called zones 1, 2, and 3, that have the same area Al. The number of sRBC inside each
zone is nl.
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Ht � nl · x · VRBC

Vc/2
(2)

where nL is the total number of sRBC projected in the
transversal plane, VRBC is the average volume of a single
healthy RBC, taken as a reference for sRBC [34–36], VC/2 is
half of the cylindrical volume enclosed by the capillary in the
field of view. 1/16 is the volume fraction of labeled sRBC with
respect to the full sample volume V. For each bulk hematocrit
H1 and H2, the mean tube hematocrit values were Ht1 � 18.5 ±
1.0% and Ht2 � 25.9 ± 1.3% respectively, considering all
suspending media. Notice that these tube hematocrits were
obtained experimentally. Also, the values decreased compared
to the bulk hematocrit due to the Fåhræus effect. The bulk
hematocrits were chosen to be around the physiological range
reported for SCA patients (H1 � 20%) [47] and one higher
value (H2 � 40%), to evaluate the effect of the hematocrit on
sRBC segregation.

Pressure-Drop, ΔP
Four different pressure drops were investigated for each
experimental condition of suspending media and hematocrit.
Since pressure-drop variations produced no significant
differences in the distribution of the sRBC, we averaged
sRBCs’ radial densities over the different pressure-drops to
increase statistics and compare accumulation among the
various density bands observed in our experiments.

Flow Velocity
The maximum sRBC velocity increased when increasing
pressure drops, ranging from 2 mm/s up to 40 mm/s for
sRBCs suspended in BS, ∼1–16 mm/s in BS + Dex70, and

∼0.7–13 mm/s in plasma. The differences between the
different suspending media are due to their slight
difference in viscosity. The maximum velocity values
decreased for higher tube hematocrit: ∼1–15 mm/s in BS
and ∼0.9–11 mm/s for both BS + Dex70 and plasma. As a
reference, physiological healthy RBC velocity at the arteriole
level has a mean value around 5 mm/s. Arterioles have a
diameter around 50 μm [26]. Therefore, we assumed that a
pressure-drop of 50 mbar represented a physiological
condition for sRBC suspended in BS, and 100 mbar when
sRBC suspended in BS + Dex70 and plasma (i.e., media with
higher viscosities).

Statistics
We performed a two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) using
Matlab’s Anova2 function, to assess differences in sRBC
distributions for band II and IV. This approach allowed us to
quantify differences between bands for the different core regions
and differences among these zones for each band through p
values. A p-value less than 0.05 indicated significantly different
results.

RESULTS

Cell Depleted Layer
To correctly normalize sRBCs’ radial position, we needed to
measure the suspension core size by measuring accurately the
CDL thickness (δ) for increasing pressure drops (see
Figure 4A). At a given hematocrit, δ increased when
pressure drops rose. Moreover, δ reached higher values for
Ht1 compared to sRBC flowing at Ht2. δ had similar values

FIGURE 4 | (A) Representative pictures of the CDL thickness (δ); (B), δ vs. average shear rate. A power law fitting has been included for easier visualization of the
CDL thickness trend.
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when sRBC flowed in BS and BS + Dex70, but greater values
when sRBC flowed in plasma (see Figure 4B).

Distribution of sRBC’s Bands Throughout
the Population Core
Results of the average radial sRBC accumulation (ρl/ρ) over all
pressure-drops by cross-sectional zones (see Materials and
Methods, Cells channel positioning section for details) are

presented in Figure 5 for band II and IV (low and high sRBC
density, respectively), depending on the suspending media and
hematocrit levels.

Figure 5A shows the results of sRBC flowing in BS at an
average hematocrit Ht1. sRBC from band II and band IV differed
in their accumulation from zones 1 to 3, with sRBC from band II
being significantly more present than sRBC from band IV in
zones 1 and 2, but not in the CDL where sRBC from band IV
accumulated the most. On the other hand, the accumulation of

FIGURE 5 | Radial sRBC accumulation (ρl/ρ) from band II and IV in (A) BS and at hematocrit Ht1. Difference between band II and band IV: *p < 0.05; ***p < 0.001.
Difference between zones for band II: +p < 0.05; +++p < 0.001. Difference between zones for band IV: XXXp < 0.001. (B) BS and at hematocrit Ht2. Difference between
band II and band IV: *p < 0.05; ***p < 0.001. Difference between zones for band II: +++p < 0.001. Difference between zones for band IV: XXXp < 0.001; XXp < 0.01, (C)BS +
Dex70 and at hematocritHt1. Difference between band II and band IV: *p < 0.05. Difference between zones for band II: ++p < 0.01; +++p < 0.001. Difference between
zones for band IV: XXXp < 0.001. (D) BS + Dex70 and at hematocrit Ht2. Difference between band II and band IV: ***p < 0.001. Difference between zones for band II:
+++p < 0.001. Difference between zones for band IV: Xp < 0.01; XXXp < 0.001. (E) autologous plasma and at hematocrit Ht1. Difference between band II and band IV: *p <
0.05. Difference between zones for band II: +p < 0.05; +++p < 0.001. Difference between zones for band IV: XXXp < 0.001. (F) autologous plasma and at hematocrit Ht2.
There is no difference between band II and band IV. Difference between zones for band II: +++p < 0.001. Difference between zones for band IV: XXXp < 0.001.
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sRBC from band II constantly decreased from the channel center
to the CDL border, while sRBC from band IV were equally
accumulated in zones 1 and 2, and only dropped down at the
CDL border. Figure 5B shows the results of sRBC flowing in BS at
an average hematocrit Ht2. In zones 1 and 2, sRBC from band II
and band IV differed in their accumulation, with sRBC from band
II being more present than sRBC from band IV in both cases.
Nevertheless, in zone 3, sRBC from both bands did not
significantly differ in their accumulation. sRBC from band II
remained constant from zone 1 to 2, decreasing significantly from
zone 2 to 3. sRBC from band IV behaved differently, with
accumulation being higher in zone 2 and lower at the channel
center, and in the sRBC core border zone.

The difference between BS and BS + Dex70 conditions is that
sRBC aggregation was possible in the second condition, with a
sRBC disaggregation threshold (i.e., sRBC aggregates robustness)
measured by light scattering technique at 243 ± 90 s−1. Figure 5C
shows the results of sRBC flowing in BS + Dex70 at an average
hematocrit Ht1. In zone 1, sRBC from band II and band IV differ
in their accumulation, with sRBC from band II being more
present than sRBC from band IV. The presence of sRBC from
band II constantly decreased from the channel center to the
border of the sRBC core with the greater drop from zone 1 to 3. In
contrast, the accumulation of sRBC from band IV did not
significantly differ between zones 1 and 2 but decreased at
zone 3. The accumulation of sRBC did not vary between band
II and band IV in zones 2 and 3. Figure 5D shows the results of
sRBC flowing in BS + Dex70 at an average hematocrit Ht2. sRBC
accumulation from band II and band IV differed in zone 1 but
was not different in zones 2 and 3. In zone 1, the presence of sRBC
from band IV was lower compared to band II. The behavior on
the accumulation of sRBC across the channel regarding each
band was very different: accumulation of sRBC from band II did
not differ between zones 1 and 2 and decreased in zone 3, while
sRBC from band IV was not different between zones 1 and 3 and
peaked in zone 2.

When sRBC flowed in their autologous plasma (Figures 4E,F),
which mimic more closely the physiological conditions, the
behaviors of band II and band IV were very similar. The
sRBC disaggregation threshold was slightly higher than in the
BS + Dex70 condition (i.e., 343 ± 160 s−1). At hematocrit Ht1, the
accumulation of sRBC from band II and band IV was very close,
even though the accumulation of sRBC from band II was slightly
higher than sRBC belonging to band IV in zone 1. The presence of
sRBC from band II constantly decreased from the channel center
to the border of the CDL, with a small decrease from zone 1 to 2
compared to the higher decrease from zone 1 to 3 or zone 2 to 3.
sRBC from band IV behaved similarly to sRBC from band II,
except that the decrease in their accumulation between zone 1
and zone 2 did not reach statistical significance. sRBC from both
bands accumulated equally in zones 2 and 3. Finally, Figure 5F
shows the results of sRBC flowing in autologous plasma at an
average hematocritHt2. The accumulation of both bands was very
similar independently of the zone considered. sRBCs’
accumulation remained constant from zone 1 to 2 and
decreased significantly in zone 3.

DISCUSSION

Cell Depleted Layer Formed by sRBC
The CDL thickness was essential to investigate the segregation of
sRBC as the core of sRBC was used as a limit of the relative
position of the different sRBC bands. Nevertheless, it is worth
comparing our results with the values already known for studies
done with healthy RBC. For example, in vitro experiments have
shown that aggregation increases the thickness of the CDL [37],
while in vivo experiments demonstrated that the thickness
remained the same with or without aggregating agents in the
suspending media. Kim et al. [38] performed in vivo experiments
in the rat cremaster muscle using dextran 500 to induce healthy
RBC aggregation at the levels seen in the blood of healthy humans
and they found no significant difference in the thickness of the
CDL that remained around 3 μm in arterioles with diameters of
about 50 μm, systemic hematocrit of 41–42%, and vmax around
14–11 mm/s, before and after dextran infusion. Pseudo shear
rates (ranging from 100 to 600 s−1) and arterial pressure before
and after infusion of dextran did not change significantly, either.
The authors argued that the variations in the CDL thickness are
not greatly affected by increasing sRBC aggregability, because the
shear rates near the wall would be too high to allow aggregates
formation. This behavior is comparable to our results, where
mean shear rates varied between 100 and 500 s−1. The CDL
thickness was around 2.5 μm in both hematocrit conditions,
and no significant difference was noted between BS and BS +
Dex70 solutions, even though hematocrit in our case was about
half of the hematocrit used in Kim et al. experiments. From this
difference in hematocrit, one can speculate that in our case, the
CDL thickness should be greater than the value reported by Kim
et al., but instead, our values were lower. This result indicates that
the thickness of the CDL decreases for sRBC compared to the
CDL produced with healthy RBC under similar conditions. This
hypothesis needs to be tested in further experiments.

In vitro experiments performed by Maeda et al. [37] on
hardened and elastic micro-vessels isolated from rabbit
mesentery, showed that the thickness of the CDL decreased by
increasing hematocrit for both hardened and elastic micro-
vessels, which is in agreement with our results. Maeda et al.
also investigated the effect of healthy RBC rigidity on CDL
thickness. Results showed that CDL thickness decreased when
healthy RBCwere more rigid, which couldmimic the condition of
SCD where sRBC are poorly deformable [39]. Indeed, our
findings indicates that the CDL thickness formed by sRBC
may decreased compared to CDL formed by healthy RBC
under similar conditions. In the same study, Maeda et al.
explored the role of aggregation in the CDL formation, adding
different concentrations of dextran 70 to the suspending media.
Increasing dextran concentrations produced an increase of the
CDL thickness, which contrasts with our finding and those of
Kim et al. However, the range of velocities and, as a consequence,
of shear rates, explored by Maeda et al. was lower than in our
study, which could have resulted in amore significant influence of
persistent sRBC aggregates on CDL thickness than in the
present study.
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Our results show that the effects of sRBC aggregation on the CDL
thickness are different when using plasma than dextran. We have
demonstrated that aggregation is more robust when sRBC are
suspended in autologous plasma than in dextran 70, which could
be due to the presence of plasma factors in sRBC aggregation [4] that
are known to increase the strength of sRBC aggregates.

We can finally mention that any increase in the thickness of CDL
could result in a reduction of vascular resistance. However, another
physiological consequencewould be a change in the nitric oxide (NO)
scavenging effect of the sRBC core. Liao et al. [40] showed that,
during flow, the scavenging of NO by healthy RBC in the vessel
lumen was greatly reduced in isolated, blood-perfused arterioles,
presumably because of the presence of the CDL. This is an interesting
consequence that should be considered in the case of SCD, where the
presence of NO could be critical in the chain of events that produces
vaso-occlusion.

Segregation of sRBC Bands in Capillary
Flow
SCD is described as a disorder where stiffer sRBC leads to vaso-
occlusion due to capillary blockages. It is also known that in SCD,
the endothelium is generally inflamed, attributed mainly to a
chain of events caused by enhanced Hemolysis and the
accumulation of free heme and hemoglobin into the plasma
[41]. The pro-inflammatory environment and the increased
sRBC adhesiveness to the endothelium contribute to SCD
vasculopathy [41]. However, sRBC would need to flow close to
the vascular wall to adhere to the endothelium.

Our results showed that stiffer sRBC (band IV) flowing in BS
were segregated from the channel center and reached the CDL
zone in the lower hematocrit condition Ht1. In contrast, more
deformable sRBC (band II) remained highly accumulated in the
channel center. Previous studies have already shown in silico and
in vitro that increasing healthy RBC stiffness of a fraction of a full
healthy RBC population diminished or eliminated the CDL,
allowing stiffer healthy RBC to contact the vessel wall and
deformable sRBC to concentrate in the channel center [14, 25,
42, 43]. Indeed, one could speculate that stiffer near-wall sRBC
could cause collisions with endothelial cells, resulting in
endothelial activation and inflammation, and/or could adhere
more easily than deformable sRBC to the endothelial cells leading
to vaso-occlusion. At the higher hematocrit condition Ht2, the
same accumulation was observed for both bands near the CDL
zone. But a higher fraction of stiffer sRBC was found between the
sRBC core center and the CDL zone.

Both lighter and denser bands of labeled cells were flowed under
normoxia conditions. Under this condition they had discocyte-like
shape verified by observing the sickle RBC at rest under an inverted
microscope before and after labeling. We could hypothesize that
shape has no significant effect on the segregation reported, but on the
contrary, rigidity is one of the main reasons for the segregation we
had reported. We based our hypothesis on the following evidence: 1.
density is known to be related to cell rigidity. From our experiments,
we know that band II has lower density than band IV. From
literature, band II has a mean hemoglobin content of 34.5 g/dl
while band IV has a higher hemoglobin content of 38.7 g/dl [27].

Sickle red blood cells with higher mean hemoglobin content, have
higher shear modulus [28], and therefore higher rigidity, and 2.
evidence from previous studies, have shown that increasing red blood
cell rigidity of a fraction of a full red blood cell population, allows
stiffer red blood cells to contact the vessel wall and deformable cells to
concentrate in the channel center [14, 25, 42, 43].

Nevertheless, when aggregation was induced, the flow behavior
and the distribution of sRBC from band II and band IV were very
different than the non-physiological situation where sRBC were
resuspended in BS. Both deformable and stiffer sRBC (band II
and IV) were equally distributed for both hematocrits near the
wall and between the sRBC core center and CDL layer zone. A
more pronounced difference was noted in a more physiological
condition when sRBC flowed in their autologous plasma,
mimicking in vivo blood conditions. In this last case, the thickness
of theCDL increased, and stiffer sRBCdid not segregate. Instead, they
remained homogeneously distributed through the sRBC core
together with the more deformable sRBC. Indeed, aggregation
inhibited sRBC segregation with different intensities depending on
the aggregative medium, being more pronounced when sRBC were
suspended in their autologous plasma. The origin of this difference
could be the stronger aggregates formed by sRBC suspended in their
autologous plasma than in dextran 70.

The consequences of a spatially homogeneous versus
heterogeneous distribution of sRBC of different densities/
deformability in the arterioles can be different if we consider they
feed the capillary bed. If a spatially segregated population of sRBC
happens at the arteriole level (Figure 6A), this might lead to an
enrichment of a given sRBC population (e.g., band II or IV) in the
capillary branches leading to an accumulation at the outside of the
capillary bed of a given population (for example band II). This is a
critical point knowing that vaso-occlusion is frequently happening at
the postcapillary level. We could speculate that a scenario of uniform
distribution of sRBC population (Figure 6B) could not have so
critical consequences, allowing a regular flow of sRBC.

Results on segregation of sickle red blood cells are comparable by
themselves, since our control was the case of cells flowing in a media
without proteins or other type of particles that induce aggregation
among sickle red blood cells versus a more physiological scenario of
cells flowing in its own plasma, where the behavior, as reported, was
significantly different from control. Further exploring RBCs
segregation in a mixture of sickle and normal RBCs may be
relevant to transfused patients in sickle cell amenia.

Finally, we could highlight that we only investigated the behavior
of sRBC in flow in this study. But other blood cells like white blood
cells can also have an important role regarding vaso-occlusive events
because of their high ability to adhere to endothelial cells. Healthy
RBC axial migration influences the positioning of white cells and
platelets with respect to the vascular wall [8–12, 44–46]. In healthy
conditions, the margination of white cells and platelets has
physiological importance as these cells need to be near the vessel
walls to deal with inflammation and hemostasis [11, 12]. But in the
case of SCD, sRBC Hemolysis triggers an inflammatory response in
the blood vessels, leading to white blood cells recruitment to
endothelial cells and platelet activation and adhesion or shear-
induced platelet aggregation, depending on the flow conditions,
which can lead to vaso-occlusive events. Healthy RBC aggregation
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has been found to cause a further elevation in the flux of marginated
white cells, promoting margination even at low hematocrits [44],
which could be critical for vaso-occlusive scenarios in SCD.

CONCLUSION

Wehave investigated segregation among low- and high-density sRBC
populations flowing through cylindrical microchannels, and the
impact of aggregation, hematocrit level, and velocities in their
segregation. Our results showed a heterogeneous distribution of
sRBC according to their density in a medium without elements
inducing sRBC aggregation: low-density population remained closer
to the center of the channel, while the densest sRBC segregated
towards the walls. This segregation heterogeneity could influence the
ability of sRBC to adhere to the vascular wall and slow down blood
flow. However, promoting aggregation with dextran, and more
particularly with autologous plasma, inhibited segregation. Our
results highlight the natural protection aggregation promotes
against such phenomenon but concomitantly, how any
disturbances of aggregation could be deleterious. Regarding the
clinical importance of this study, future experiments may elucidate
the importance of the homogeneous or heterogeneous distribution of
sRBC in arterioles and its consequences in the capillary bed and
postcapillaries sRBC distribution and behavior. It is in this last place
where vaso-occlusion occursmore frequently. Then, the history in the
distribution of sRBC before arriving at this zone may have critical
consequences in the sRBC behavior at this part of the
microcirculatory system in patients with SCD and must be
considered.
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